South Table Mountain Campus – All Gender Restroom
15013 Denver West Parkway
Golden, CO 80401

Legend

- All Gender Restrooms with ADA Accessibility
- SSEB – First floor, off the reception area
- SRRL – First floor by north entry
- OTF – First floor by mechanical room
- FTLB – Second floor by elevator
- VTIF – First floor by east entry
- TTF – Second floor by elevator
- SERF – First floor by Solarium break room
- ESIF – First floor (multi stall) across from break room
- RSF – First floor, north of reception desk
- RAIL – First floor by quiet room
- ESEB – First floor, west of reception desk
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Denver West – All Gender Restroom
1607 Cole Blvd,
Golden, CO 80401

Legend
- All Gender Restrooms with ADA Accessibility
  - Building 16 – Second floor by elevator
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